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Abstract

Ultrasurf is a proxy-based program promoted for Internet censorship circumvention. This report gives a technical analysis of the Ultrasurf software and network. We present the results of reverse engineering the Ultrasurf client program, give an in-depth study of the known Ultrasurf network, especially those portions that interface in some way with the client or the Internet, and discuss network signatures that would allow an adversary to detect its use on a network. We cover client bootstrapping methods, censorship and censorship resistance, anonymity, user tagging by Ultrasurf and other parties, cryptographic internals and other previously unknown or undiscovered details about the Ultrasurf client and the Ultrasurf network. We find that it is possible to monitor and block the use of Ultrasurf using commercial off-the-shelf software. In particular, BlueCoat sells software and hardware solutions with such capabilities that have been deployed in Syria and other countries.

The vulnerabilities presented in this paper are not merely theoretical in nature; they may present life-threatening danger in hostile situations. We recommend against the use of Ultrasurf for anonymity, security, privacy and Internet censorship circumvention.

1 Introduction

This paper provides an in-depth study of Ultrasurf, a piece of software produced by UltraReach Inc.—a program promoted for Internet censorship circumvention, security, privacy, and anonymity. Ultrasurf is part of a broader ecosystem of circumvention software tools that attempt to thwart traffic analysis, resist Internet censorship and promote anonymity online. Ultrasurf has been promoted by various groups as an effective, safe, privacy oriented, security, anonymity and censorship circumvention tool [35, 36, 37, 39]. There is a large body of work in this field [45] and currently Ultrasurf is almost entirely missing from the literature. Previous attempts at analysis [32, 34, 41, 42] did not look in-depth at the Ultrasurf network or technical architecture. Other audits have suggested that Ultrasurf is malware [17, 18, 41], a backdoor or otherwise unsafe [26, 41] to use.

The Berkman Center for Internet & Society’s 2007 Circumvention Landscape Report released in 2009 [36] stated the following about Ultrasurf and UltraReach: UltraReach can be recommended for widespread use as the best performing of all the tested tools, though users concerned about anonymity should be warned to disable browser support for active content. The Berkman Center’s recommendation is based primarily on subjective perception of latency and throughput. We call out this report specifically as it is often cited as a blanket endorsement of UltraReach’s claims about Ultrasurf. While the depth did look at security at a very high level, it essentially categorized all security issues as anonymity or proxy bypass issues. As a result, it did not uncover or identify most of the serious issues present in Ultrasurf. In this paper we perform a deeper analysis of the technical architecture and discover several serious security problems.

1.1 Security and anonymity claims

This paper addresses the following claims [27, 28, 29, 30] by UltraReach and other Ultrasurf advocates about the Ultrasurf client and Ultrasurf network:
1. “Ultrasurf enables users to browse any website freely” — refuted in Section 3.1

2. “employs a decoying mechanism to thwart any tracing effort of its communication with its infrastructure.” — refuted in Section 5.13

3. “Protect your privacy online with anonymous surfing and browsing. Ultrasurf hides your IP address, clears browsing history, cookies, and more.” — refuted in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3.

4. “change IP addresses a million times an hour” — refuted in Section 6.1

5. “Untraceable” — refuted in Section 6.10

6. “Unblockable: Client uses wide array of discovery mechanisms to find an available proxy server and, when necessary, to switch/hop to avoid tracking/blocking” — refuted in Section 6.8

7. “Invisible: Leaves no traces on the user’s computer, and its traffic is indistinguishable from normal access to HTTPS sites” — refuted in Section 5.12

8. “Anonymous: No registration is requires [sic], and no personally identifying information collected” — refuted in Section 6.10

9. “Tamperproof: Using privately-signed SSL certificates which dont depend on external, potentially compromised CAs (thus preemptioning MITM attacks), Ultrasurf proactively detects attempts by censors to reverse-engineer, sabotage, or otherwise interfere in the secure operation of the tool” — refuted in Section 5.8.

We conclude that each of these claims is false, incorrect, or misleading. We also conclude that Ultrasurf meets many, if not all, of the commonly accepted Snake–Oil [46] criteria.

1.2 Methodology

Ultrasurf is primarily protected by security-through-obscurity techniques. This method of protection is well regarded as nearly worthless if it is the primary method of protection. The security economics of analysis by reverse engineering generally lead a novice to think that security-through-obscurity will stop everyone from understanding how a given system works. Generally, the security community understands that the real strength of the system must be the design of the system itself, and not in obscuring how the system itself works. An attacker such as a government has ample resources and it is incentivized to attack tools it finds interesting.

While they are time-consuming to research, we ultimately believe the techniques used by Ultrasurf are severely flawed. This audit was performed with limited time and a limited budget by one person. A censor or dedicated attacker will not be as limited and they will likely be much more skilled with Windows reverse engineering than the authors of this paper.

Obfuscation and secrecy impede researchers, users, and advocates more than they impede most adversaries. Many adversaries have very specific motivations and such adversaries may be willing to engage in unlawful activity that the author of this paper is unwilling to engage in. They may even choose to exploit backdoors that are well intentioned and useful for so-called lawful interception. They may choose to exploit these vulnerabilities technically or socially.

We reverse engineered the Ultrasurf client with the help of Wireshark for network traffic analysis, Ida Pro with Hex Rays for static binary analysis, Wine for Win32 API emulation, GNU GDB for debugging, as well as VMWare Workstation, git, GNU GCC, Python, strace, ltrace, and nmap. Additionally, we used many different versions of Ultrasurf including the most recent release as of November 26th, 2011 – version 10.17. A full list of Ultrasurf binaries may be found in Appendix D. Run time and static analysis was performed on Ubuntu 11.04 and Windows 7. This document was prepared with \LaTeX version \LaTeX 2ε. When possible Free Software tools were used to encourage independent reproduction of the claims made in this paper.

Most of this research was done while traveling in Brazil, Canada, Germany, and very small amount of it was performed in the US. Additionally, a number of interesting data points come from interception devices in Syria. As
of early April 2012, an independent tester confirmed many of the findings in this paper from China; the versions of Ultrasurf tested did directly connect to blocked addresses and did not in-fact work at all. Newer versions appear to have different, not yet blocked, addresses baked into the program.

The Ultrasurf client uses anti-debugging techniques to prevent dynamic analysis at run time. We were able to bypass these techniques and inspect the Ultrasurf client while it runs. Additionally, the client uses obfuscation techniques that are collectively known as binary packing \([1, 2]\) as a method of preventing static and dynamic binary analysis. We were able to bypass most of the obfuscation with a combination of manual and automatic unpacking. Time did not permit for a full disassembly and full decompilation but such an endeavor is no doubt possible.

Reverse-engineering makes some conclusions more tentative than they would otherwise be and so we encourage UltraReach to publish a response. We especially encourage the publication of their source code, design and architectural documents, data retention policies, and other related facts to help clarify the issues discussed in this paper. We believe everything in this paper is factually correct and supported by evidence gathered during analysis.

2 Ultrasurf architecture overview

Although the internal structure of an Ultrasurf server consists of many layers of network proxy software, the server is effectively a single hop proxy and the Ultrasurf network is essentially a single entity; though we find that while UltraReach appears to control the network, they are merely customers of other entities. There are many scenarios where an attacker is able to compromise a single part of the server or network infrastructure. Such a compromise is almost always enough to effectively cancel out any protection that such a system may offer.

Single hop or single entity proxy \([3]\) systems such as Anonymizer, SafeWeb, Ultrasurf, and other simple proxy servers are vulnerable to myriad issues:

- A proxy server may be compromised by an attacker.
- The proxy system or service may be run by an untrustworthy party.
- The server or proxy system may be trusted but the servers network may be monitored by an attacker.

The Ultrasurf client appears to contain two slightly novel features. The first is a customized cryptographic handshake for the transport protocol between Ultrasurf clients and a given Ultrasurf server; we discuss it further in Section 5.9. The second is the use of special DNS requests for bootstrapping knowledge about new Ultrasurf servers; we discuss it further in Section 5.6.

2.1 Connecting through the Ultrasurf network

Users have no knowledge about the actual Ultrasurf network or any of the bootstrapping processes. Ultrasurf does not publish descriptions of the actual Ultrasurf network or any of the bootstrapping processes. At initial run time the Ultrasurf client will connect directly to a list of IP addresses that we assume are Ultrasurf servers. In practice it appears that initial access to the Ultrasurf network requires at least a single TCP connection to a host whose address is embedded in an Ultrasurf client. This connection appears to be encrypted and UltraReach claims that this protocol is SSL \([27]\). Our observations suggest that this is accurate, but not the entire story. The Ultrasurf client creates a local HTTP proxy upon successfully connecting to any Ultrasurf server; this proxy is discussed in Section 5.16.

Access to the Internet through the Ultrasurf network is only possible by interfacing with this local HTTP proxy. Any connections that are sent through the proxy will be relayed to the Internet through a series of filtering proxies running on the selected Ultrasurf server. The Ultrasurf servers generally bind traffic bidirectionally to a single IP address. That is, when an Ultrasurf client connects to an Ultrasurf server, all connections appear to originate from the Ultrasurf servers IP address. Subsequently the Ultrasurf client will attempt to use DNS queries in addition to TCP connections for bootstrapping server information about the Ultrasurf network.
3 The Ultrasurf Network

The Ultrasurf network is directly comprised of a handful of Ultrasurf servers; overall the network contains dozens of static IP addresses across a few large network blocks. During the discovery phase as described in Section 5.4, the Ultrasurf client will find servers and cache them on the local disk.

![Figure 1: The core IP blocks for the Ultrasurf network](image)

The Ultrasurf network may also contact authoritative DNS servers. These DNS servers are running ISC BIND DNS server software as noted in Section 6.5. The Ultrasurf client does not generally directly contact those DNS servers. These servers are contacted indirectly by Ultrasurf clients through the Ultrasurf network. Each client ships with a list of open recursive DNS servers that are embedded inside each Ultrasurf client. The recursive DNS servers are not strictly part of the Ultrasurf network; the recursive servers appear to not be run by UltraReach while the authoritative DNS servers are operated by UltraReach. It seems plausible that UltraReach simply found a list of open recursive DNS servers and added that list to the Ultrasurf client binary.

The Ultrasurf network as presented by the current Ultrasurf client appears to be a very simple single hop HTTP proxy as described in Section 5.16. The IP address that the Ultrasurf client uses for entrance to the Ultrasurf network appears to be the same as the IP address that remote servers will see as the client’s IP address. In practice access to the Ultrasurf network requires at least a single TCP connection to a host that is embedded in the Ultrasurf client. The Ultrasurf client will attempt to use DNS queries in addition to TCP connections for bootstrapping but not for transport of data. The Ultrasurf network appears to block access to some pages as a matter of policy. This filtering is discussed in the following Section 3.1.

3.1 Network censorship: New boss, same as the old boss

The Ultrasurf network is comprised of one or more Ultrasurf servers. Each Ultrasurf server proxies all client connections through a series of local proxy servers; this is generally referred to as a chained proxy or a proxy chain. It appears that the user directly interfaces with a Squid proxy [4] and that the Squid proxy interfaces with a ziproxy [5]. The ziproxy in turn directly talks to sites on the Internet. Each proxy on the Ultrasurf server is configured with an access control list (ACL) that prevents access to certain sites or systems. The proxy systems collect extensive log [6] entries. When the ACL prohibits a specific site, the user is redirected to a block page as shown in Figure 38. The server appears to log this information [6] in addition to setting an HTTP cookie for the Google Analytics service on the actual block page itself. Technically, when a blocked site is encountered, Ultrasurf’s servers return a 302 redirect in response to the respective CONNECT/GET request as shown in Figure 3. The Squid errors additionally provide enough information
to act as a censorship oracle. This means that it is possible to extract a list of all sites that are censored by the Ultrasurf network or otherwise unavailable for other reasons. While we found only artistic sites blocked by this filter, we did not extract the entire censorship list; such extraction is trivial and is left as an exercise to the reader. None of the blocked sites were known to be illegal and while adult content was involved, many legal US based websites and companies were censored seemingly based on their content, rather than their legal standing.

HTTP/1.0 302 Moved Temporarily
Server: squid/2.7.STABLE7
Date: Wed, 14 Sep 2011 22:07:33 GMT
Content-Length: 0
Location: http://www.ultranreach.com//block.htm
Connection: keep-alive
Proxy-Connection: keep-alive

Figure 3: Blocked pages are redirected with HTTP 302

The GET request in Figure 4 is intercepted by the ziproxy rather than the Squid proxy.

HTTP GET http://ossipee.cs.dartmouth.edu:8008/ HTTP/1.1
HTTP/1.0 200 OK
Server: ziproxy
Date: Wed, 14 Sep 2011 23:06:04 GMT
Content-Type: text/html
Connection: close
Content-Length: 452

Figure 4: ziproxy HTTP 200 OK

While the ziproxy has intercepted the request the remote peer sees the data shown in Figure 5.

GET / HTTP/1.0
Host: ossipee.cs.dartmouth.edu:8008
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86\_64; rv:6.0.2) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/6.0.2
Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8
Accept-Language: en-us,en;q=0.5
Accept-Charset: ISO-8859-1, utf-8;q=0.7,*;q=0.7
DNT: 1
Cache-Control: max-age=2419200
Accept-Encoding: gzip
Connection: close

Figure 5: Information leaked to remote non-Ultrasurf server

The connection is closed as expected by the above client declaration. The data in Figure 6 is one of the lines returned to the user.

&lt;meta http-equiv="REFRESH" content="0;url=http://ultra\_error"&gt;

Figure 6: Errors with the proxy return a metarefresh tag
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The data returned suggests that the ziproxy and the Squid proxy are not perfectly harmonized in their configuration. Additionally, it appears that a very well-known criticism website [7] of the Falun Gong is unreachable through Ultrasurf as seen in Figure 7. It is rumored that this website is run by the Chinese government.

```
GET http://www.facts.org.cn/ HTTP/1.1
HTTP/1.0 504 Gateway Time-out (text/html)
HTTP CONNECT www.facts.org.cn:443 HTTP/1.1
HTTP/1.0 504 Gateway Time-out
Server: squid/2.7.STABLE7
Date: Wed, 14 Sep 2011 22:23:49 GMT
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Length: 906
X-Squid-Error: ERR_CONNECT_FAIL 110
```

Figure 7: Filtering by the Great Firewall blocks access from the Ultrasurf network

It may be that the so called Great Firewall of China is blocking connections from known nodes in the Ultrasurf network. DNS appears to be functional as the error is related to connecting, rather than the X-Squid-Error: ERR_DNS_FAIL we would expect from a DNS related failure.

4 The Ultrasurf Server

4.1 A typical Ultrasurf server

An Ultrasurf server is a system that any Ultrasurf client may use as a single hop proxy. Each Ultrasurf server appears to have a common host name “local” or “linux” and each server seems to share a common list of services amongst most Ultrasurf servers. Generally, an Ultrasurf server has the TCP ports open as listed in Figure 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TCP port</th>
<th>Service description</th>
<th>Service note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>Varied web server software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>443</td>
<td>TLS</td>
<td>Custom SSL/TLS service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>554</td>
<td>RTSP</td>
<td>Unconfirmed as RTSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1723</td>
<td>PPTP</td>
<td>Leaks platform and hostname</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Open TCP ports on a typical Ultrasurf server

The web server software detected included squid, lighttpd, Apache httpd, Microsoft Windows Media Server and other unknown web servers. Specific versions are enumerated in the section 6.5. Each Ultrasurf server also generally appears to accept the IP protocols listed in Figure 9.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP protocol</th>
<th>Protocol name</th>
<th>Protocol note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ICMP</td>
<td>Timing information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>See Figure 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>DNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>GRE</td>
<td>VPN related protocol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: IP protocols accepted by a typical Ultrasurf server

4.2 Timing is everything

It is possible to remotely read the system time from three services - the first method is by reading the HTTP date on the web server running on TCP port 80. The second method is by inspecting the Ultrasurf SSL/TLS handshake in detail. The third method is by inspecting the proxy headers from the proxy offered by the Ultrasurf client. These methods have been implemented by the TeaTime [33] utility for this paper. This timing measurement is extremely useful for understanding the remote network and service topology, detecting possible network address translation (NAT), and for confirming that each of these services does indeed run on a single common system.

4.3 Proxy Turtle chains all the way down

As discussed in Section 3.1, each Ultrasurf server has a number of proxies running that are chained together. Each proxy has awareness of special host names and each has ACL restrictions that are unique. Figure 10 shows an incomplete list of special host names.

```
local
localhost
ziproxy
ultra
ultra_error
```

Figure 10: Special host names available through the Ultrasurf client proxy

Generally, each server appears to contain a Squid [4] proxy and a ziproxy [5] in a proxy chain. Additionally, it appears that each server runs a web page proxy that is running on a web server on the local network interface as seen in Figure 11.

```
http://localhost:8080/001/www.ntdtv.com
```

Figure 11: web proxy apparently running on the Ultrasurf server

The above URL is only reachable through the Ultrasurf client’s local proxy as described in Section 5.16. It allows for multiple loops to be triggered internally with the proxy chaining when passed a simple URL as seen in Figure 12. Requesting such URLs will sometimes cause encoding and decoding issues related to gzip.

```
http://127.0.0.1:8080/001/127.0.0.1:8080/001/127.0.0.1:8080/001/127.0.0.1:8080/001/
```

Figure 12: Proxy chaining with GET request
This proxy software may be Psiphon [8] or CGIProxy [9] though neither is confirmed. It appears to be Psiphon [21] based on the URL construction [22] but this is merely a guess. It appears that it is possible to partially bypass the Squid ACL restrictions using the proxy software. HTTP CONNECT requests to 127.0.0.1 are forbidden while GET requests to 127.0.0.1 are allowed. The attack surface created by such a web application proxy is non-trivial.

4.4 Ultrasurf server DNS resolution

Each Ultrasurf server performs at least two DNS lookups per host name; this artifact appears to be related to the proxy chain configuration. When attempting to connect to a host without a web server as a method of forcing a DNS lookup, we see results similar to this in Figure 13.

```
00:20:42.189296 IP 65.19.175.2.38356 > 13.13.206.254.53: 38440 A?
174–37–205–87.roboto.example--redacted.com. (49)
00:20:42.190273 IP 65.19.175.2.52549 > 13.13.206.254.53: 51551 AAAA?
174–37–205–87.roboto.example--redacted.com. (49)
```

Figure 13: DNS queries from the Ultrasurf network to authoritative name servers. The actual domain name has been removed from this figure.

These DNS queries appear to be sent by the recursive name servers run by the Ultrasurf upstream provider. The above example is for ns1.fmt.he.net. and at the time, the Ultrasurf client was connected to an Ultrasurf located at 65.49.14.87. This indicates that the upstream provider has both visibility and control over the Ultrasurf clients in a very powerful fashion. It also shows that Ultrasurf’s software, which does not otherwise appear to support IPv6, makes IPv6 related DNS queries.

5 The Ultrasurf client

5.1 Downloading the Ultrasurf client

The Ultrasurf client is available for download from the main UltraReach servers only over insecure channels as none of the UltraReach download sites offer HTTPS. MD5 hashes of some versions of the Ultrasurf client are offered but only over the same insecure HTTP servers; a similar page with hashes is offered as an internal URL as seen in Figure 39. UltraReach further encourages users to fetch copies of Ultrasurf from any place that users might find a copy including peer to peer networks such as eMule and other file locker sites. Peer to peer networks commonly contain trojaned copies of software and encouraging users to find software in this way is generally considered poor practice. Digital signatures for specific Ultrasurf releases might mitigate such concerns; there appear to be no such signatures in any case and the hashes offered are entirely unauthenticated.

Additionally, UltraReach suggests that users email wj@wujieliulan.com to request a copy of Ultrasurf. Messages sent to that address in August and November of 2011 were rejected by the mail server at wujieliulan.com. UltraReach continues to encourage users to email for a copy of the software and are probably entirely unaware that it is a non-functional avenue for retrieval of Ultrasurf.

5.2 The Ultrasurf binary

The Ultrasurf client is a Win32 PE executable written in C++ and compiled with Visual Studio. The PE executable is packed with ExeCryptor/Themedia [1, 2] code obfuscation techniques and it makes every attempt to prevent any kind of debugging. As a result the Ultrasurf client is flagged as a virus according to many online virus and malware sample collection sites [17, 18]. It is impossible for the user to know if this warning is a false positive. If an adversary were to replace or compromise an Ultrasurf binary, it would be impossible to know if a backdoor was inserted as it would
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likely trigger the same malware or virus heuristics. In some cases, virus and malware software detects that the binary is Ultrasurf and decides that it is safe; this kind of analysis may result in a false negative that puts a user in harm’s way.

The Ultrasurf client attempts to load shared libraries directly or indirectly as listed in Appendix A. The list of imported functions varies slightly based on version and not all functions are actually called for each run.

5.3 Running the Ultrasurf client

The Ultrasurf client is designed for use on Windows and uses the Win32 API. It is also possible to run the Ultrasurf client under Wine on Gnu/Linux platforms. The Ultrasurf client claims to be an “Install free” program but this is not strictly correct. The Ultrasurf client modifies the local registry and it writes multiple files to the file system. It also changes the local Windows Cookie and Temporary Internet Files directory. The Ultrasurf client caches network information in a local directory that is relative to wherever the binary is run. Additionally, a text configuration file “u.ini” is written to the local disk as well.

The Ultrasurf client automatically performs network discovery of possible Ultrasurf servers to use as described in Section 5.4. It caches discovered Ultrasurf server information locally and offers a local HTTP proxy as described in Section 5.16; it may bind to other local UDP ports if it is performing DNS bootstrapping. It is possible to configure the Ultrasurf client to use a proxy to reach the Internet if a direct connection is unavailable.

5.4 Ultrasurf client network discovery bootstrapping

Ultrasurf uses a multi-stage bootstrap process to learn about and connect to servers in the Ultrasurf network. It also generates supposedly “normal” HTTPS traffic as a kind of chaff for an as of yet unknown list of domain names at various predictable times during the bootstrapping process.

The first stage of the bootstrapping process occurs when the Ultrasurf client attempts to connect to a list of servers generally found on TCP port 443. This appears to be a non-standard SSL/TLS service. For the 10.x family, the Ultrasurf client sends three TCP SYN packets to hosts in the 65.49.14.0/24 network block. If these are blocked, Ultrasurf may simply fail outright. If they are not blocked, Ultrasurf will cache some information in a local directory (e.g.: utmp/Gmaemwmmwymh10d6f). This local cache is referenced internally by the Ultrasurf client as the STATICCache. This network information appears to come from the information retrieved as part of the update process described in Section 35.

The second stage is via DNS queries. This local cache is referenced internally by the Ultrasurf client as the DNSCache. The domains used in the queries are referenced and stored in the DOMAINCache. It appears that the Ultrasurf client does not embed DNS names such as dwvrl.info, rather those second level domain names appear to be fetched from Ultrasurf servers on a regular basis. The DNS queries appear to follow a time based pattern for the construction of the third and fourth level domain names such as doau.vxfexfez.dwvrl.info.

The third stage attempts to fetch web pages that contain so called “PGP” messages. This information is locally cached and referenced internally by the Ultrasurf client as the Cache.

If and when the third stage fails, Ultrasurf will fall back and attempt to connect to the hard coded list of first stage TCP services. It appears to repeat the first stage exactly and does not appear to learn from previous failures. Additionally, if the Ultrasurf client is freshly run without any local state it will make the same choices about network connections each time. A total failure to communicate with the Ultrasurf network will sometimes result in Ultrasurf crashing. Generally the UI indicates that everything is fine, that connections are working as expected and so on - even in cases of absolutely no network connectivity. The author of the paper noticed that the UI indicated perfect connectivity when the network cable was removed from the machine entirely.

5.5 Bootstrapping: Locally cached information

Ultrasurf has an embedded set of IP addresses and port numbers (“STATICCache”) that it attempts to connect to upon first launch. Ultrasurf learns about new server nodes over time by connecting to Ultrasurf servers and downloading further information into a local cache.
The Ultrasurf client will cache all information discovered about the network in a directory named “utmp” that is located relative to the Ultrasurf client binary. The files inside are named in a systematic manner. The Ultrasurf client will sometimes write the same file contents to the same file name with repeated runs if state is lost or purposely reset. A sample of collected data files from a normally running Ultrasurf client “utmp” directory is visible in Figure 14. These creates a log of every possible server a client might use and writes it to the hard disk.

![Figure 14: Files created by Ultrasurf in the local utmp directory](image)

While there are obvious patterns such as the repeating hex bytes of \textit{ba befa} in the data as seen in Appendix B, we have not decoded the contents of any of these files. A sample hex dump for each file is visible in Figure 40. The internal code for processing these files appears to be the same code for processing all of the different data formats; after Base32 or Base64 decoding, the faux-PGP messages and DNS results are similarly structured. The internal assembler code that decodes these formats is self-contained and appears to simply right-shift bits.

In addition to the \textit{utmp} directory and the other system changes, the Ultrasurf client will write a file named \textit{PUTTY.RND} to the local disk. This file is 600 bytes and contains what appears to be a seed file used for random number generation. All of this data is cached on disk and while seemingly obfuscated, Ultrasurf acts as a forensic oracle to decode all of this locally logged data without needing to fully understand the encoding. This means that while some of the encoded data is not understood, it is possible to use the Ultrasurf program itself to decode the data into an understandable format. This is one of many examples that demonstrates why security through obscurity is not a reasonable security practice; it is time consuming to reverse engineer these small file formats and it is easier to simply use Ultrasurf to decode the data.

### 5.6 Bootstrapping: DNS

After information in the local IP cache is exhausted and when Ultrasurf has a populated DOMAINCache, the client will generate and send special DNS requests. Such a query is shown in Figure 17.

Ultrasurf embeds a list of DNS servers that open recursive queries. These are almost certainly not run by Ultrasurf but are rather used parasitically by Ultrasurf clients. If a selected server is disabled, reconfigured or no longer allows recursion, Ultrasurf will simply pick another DNS server and attempt to request recursion for an A record with a fixed DNS name such as \textit{fsh.byqbybw.dwvrl.info} – Ultrasurf will attempt to contact each recursive DNS server to resolve such a name. Eventually if recursion is allowed a response will shortly follow as shown in Figure 15.

![Figure 15: CNAME response example](image)

Internally, each of these returned CNAME records translates to a single Ultrasurf server, port number and other pieces of information. The bit width of the second and third level domains appears to be statically fixed at fifteen bytes when excluding “.” from the count.
The Ultrasurf bootstrapping process uses a kind of slow-flux DNS discovery process. The reason that we choose the term slow-flux rather than the more common fast-flux name is literally the speed at which it happens.

Each Ultrasurf client has a cache of recursive name servers that it will use before falling back to a simple `gethostbyname()` DNS resolution process that uses the local system’s resolver. Tracking or blocking Ultrasurf DNS queries seems straightforward, while the domains change often, it appears that the domains are only `.info` domains. Additionally, the second and third level names from the first byte until the second ‘.’ are always sixteen characters in length when the final ‘.’ is not counted. While the second and first level domains regularly change, it seems unlikely that the bit width will change. Thus it seems likely that the DNS bootstrapping method has a rather unique signature.

The DNS packets in question do not appear to be encoded with a standard DNS tunneling framework. It appears to be a custom encoding written by Ultrasurf that uses Base32 symbols. If it is encrypted, I expect it is done with some kind of shared symmetric key embedded in the binary and that some bits of the query change over time.

The first run of Ultrasurf will not perform any DNS queries. Only after subsequent runs will the Ultrasurf client attempt to fetch information via DNS resolution. It appears that the first run of Ultrasurf fetches node information and caches it to disk in the local `utmp` directory.

When the DomainCache is populated, the Ultrasurf client will read from the local domain cache file and decode possible domains to query as shown in Figure 16.

```
Load 1 from DOMAINCACHE
Load DOMAINCACHE: DWVRL.INFO
```

Figure 16: DOMAINCACHE loading log

Further DNS queries will be made for each domain in the DOMAINCACHE. The top level domain `.info` appears to be irrelevant. The client queries for a fixed host per domain in the cache during a given window of time until it finds a response. Thus upon restoration of previous client state, an Ultrasurf client will make a query for `doau.vxfexfexz.dwvrl.info` twice or as many times as the state is reset.

The normal process for discovery for the `dwvrl.info` domain is as follows. The Ultrasurf client will construct a UDP DNS query and send it as shown in Figure 17.

```
Send UDP Query (Cache) doau.vxfexfexz.dwvrl.info to dns server (cache) 137.65.1.1.
```

Figure 17: DNS query

This DNS query is seen on the network as a standard A record request as shown in Figure 18.

```
Standard query A doau.vxfexfexz.dwvrl.info
```

Figure 18: DNS response

The DNS server for the domain answers directly or indirectly in a single response as seen in Figure 19.

```
CNAME dcy.1371ejxt3z7z.dwvrl.info
CNAME dcy37ej1.wx4k8yq.dwvrl.info
CNAME dcy837ej9.rlcbfm.dwvrl.info
```

Figure 19: response for dwvrl.info
The bit width of all of the CNAME resources is always relatively the same size. The domain name itself is the variable length field. The first dot (\'\'.\') in the sub-domains is in a variable place but always sits between two sets of bytes.

The Ultrasurf client will then parse the reply as seen in Figure 20.

```
+----------------------------------+
|   UDPResponse 137.65.1.1 doau.vxfexfez.dwvrl.info numRec 3                      |
| Add node (1)=112.104.13.108:443 id=1001 gp=1 ty=0 ttl=0                        |
| Skip verify Q0: 112.104.13.108                                              |
| Add node (1)=114.43.193.133:443 id=1001 gp=1 ty=0 ttl=0                      |
| Skip verify Q0: 114.43.193.133                                              |
| Add node (1)=125.228.238.57:443 id=1001 gp=1 ty=0 ttl=2                      |
+----------------------------------+
```

**Figure 20: Parsed UDP results**

The UltrasurfClient will then directly attempt to connect to the first node that is parsed from the reply as seen in Figure 21.

```
+----------------------------------+
|                  Switch to node: 0 112.104.13.108:443                          |
+----------------------------------+
```

**Figure 21: Ultrasurf switching to the new node after DNS discovery**

This single issue is potentially quite problematic. It appears that the network, and perhaps not the Ultrasurf network alone, has the ability to control the client’s path selection process. This is discussed in detail in Section 6.4.

Other known domains include those shown in Figure 22.

```
LYYMHC.INFO
DWVRL.INFO
HXMZ.INFO
OD4HK9.INFO
MJXRITF.INFO
```

**Figure 22: Recently observed Ultrasurf domain names**

### 5.7 Bootstrapping: DNS response format

As an exercise to the reader we encourage decoding subsequent replies from the server for *dwvrl.info*. Ultrasurf sends the data shown in Figure 23.

```
+----------------------------------+
| 1 0.000000 172.16.42.131 153.2.242.115 DNS Standard query A jfxh.byqybr.dwvrl.info |
+----------------------------------+
```

**Figure 23: Client DNS query**

The Ultrasurf authoritative DNS server replies with the data shown in Figure 24.
What information was sent? What information about servers nodes is encoded in the response?

The UltraReach company appears to have some kind of API for generating new domains. Personal communications suggest that they have some kind of deal with the .info domain registrar for economic reasons. It is possible that the .info domain registrar has a history of all domains previously registered by UltraReach. Such a list would allow someone to retroactively discover clients that have used the DNS bootstrapping methods. Furthermore, it is possible to construct such a list by observation of the Ultrasurf client. As each Ultrasurf client learns about each new domain name, the adversary is also able learn about it.

5.8 Bootstrapping: faux-PGP

The third stage of network discovery and bootstrapping involves fetching various web pages as part of a search for a specifically formatted message. The Ultrasurf client has internal references to several URLs that contain what is claimed to be PGP encrypted messages. These files are not any known PGP encoding and as far as we can ascertain, they are not actually PGP encrypted messages. They appear to be some kind of proprietary format that if actually encrypted, the decryption is probably tied to static keys in the Ultrasurf binary itself. The Ultrasurf client fetches these messages with the local IE wininet system library calls. These files are cached to disk in the “Local Settings/Temporary Internet Files/Content.IE5” directory.

Example internal Ultrasurf log lines of fetching this so called PGP message from Amazon S3 are shown in Figure 25. This directly contradicts the claims by UltraReach that they do not rely on SSL/TLS certificates issued by certificate authorities. They do not control the certificate presented by s3.amazonaws.com, nor who may issue that certificate.

For the four known “PGP” files, we have the following character count: file “1” is 2398 bytes, file “2” is 3410 bytes, file “3” is 2030 bytes, file “4” is 1846 bytes. There are only four files on the above referenced Amazon S3 website. These files are always an even number of bytes long. They are most certainly not PGP encrypted messages but they do appear to be BASE64 encoded data. The files appear to share a common internal format with all other Ultrasurf network information cache files. This internal format is not yet fully understood but to appears to work by merely shifting bits. If there is any actual encryption, we believe that it would use static keys embedded in the binary.

In addition to fetching the faux-PGP files from Amazon’s S3 server, Ultrasurf additionally fetches documents that claim to be Atom Feeds. The Ultrasurf Atom Feed as shown in Figure 26 was discovered by analysis of Blue Coat DPI logs found in Syria [31]. It led us in turn to discover this method of bootstrapping was used by the Ultrasurf client in the wild.
This analysis uncovered actual Ultrasurf users and their behavior by inspecting log files. Rather than only showing connections to a known Ultrasurf server, the log files showed lots of activity. The activity shown included, but was not limited to, attempts at bootstrapping and unproxied communications before and sometimes even after Ultrasurf had bootstrapped.

Figure 26: Ultrasurf faux-PGP embedded in ATOM feed located at http://65.49.14.54/Y2U0YWNkMmX5b/l2JGrVT0sm/u7bipJsXdK1/hfPx9z2dElIZ/7pj3B

The Atom feed shown in Figure 26 represents yet another way for the Ultrasurf client to bootstrap information about the network. However, unlike the Amazon S3 method, this bootstrapping is done entirely in plain text HTTP. Additionally, it is fetched directly from the main 65.49.14.0/24 Ultrasurf network. This makes for a ripe target that appears to provide no difficult barrier for an attacker beyond understanding the message format. The URL parameters may be modified as shown in Figure 27 to generate a different faux-PGP message that appears to be treated as valid data by an Ultrasurf client.

Figure 27: Modified Ultrasurf faux-PGP embedded in ATOM feed located at http://65.49.14.54/Y2U0YWNkMmX5b/l2JGrVT0sm/

5.9 3-2-1 Contact

The Ultrasurf client uses a non-standard handshake to initiate client and server communication. Certain standard TLS handshake requests will elicit a proper TLS ServerHello reply; a client initiated TLS session resumption with a random session ID in a ClientHello will always receive a response. The Python code to elicit such a response is shown in Figure 28. At times an Ultrasurf client will emit a TLS ClientHello that appears to be an attempt at session resumption. The Ultrasurf server will reply with a properly formatted TLS ServerHello. It is possible to fingerprint the remote clock with the remotely echoed ServerHello. All packets after the handshake appear to be TLS records that are marked as carrying an HTTP payload. It appears that this protocol is simply a customized SSL/TLS server with handshake obfuscation to confuse normal SSL/TLS protocol parsers and classifiers.
Figure 28: Python code to elicit a response from the custom SSL/TLS server

With the ClientHello sent using the code shown in Figure 28, it is possible to parse the reply and read the remote time out of the TLS ServerHello. This data as parsed by Wireshark is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Remotely detected time stamp from Ultrasurf TLS ServerHello

5.10 Client UI feedback

When the Ultrasurf client is running as a local proxy the UI allows the user to select one of three nodes as represented by a green dot per server. The GUI does not meaningfully describe anything about the servers and merely shows a green dot, a percentage number and an indicator for each of the three servers. The IP address of the nodes is not revealed to the user in the user interface. As discussed in Section 5.4, we find that this UI is misleading at best and extremely incorrect.

5.11 Successful connection to the Ultrasurf network

By default the Ultrasurf client launches an instance of Internet Explorer that loads the Ultrasurf home page with JavaScript. This JavaScript constructs tracking code that is run on each visitor’s computer; these issues are discussed at length in Section 6.3. Assuming that Ultrasurf has successfully connected, it will open a local HTTP proxy on 127.0.0.1:9666, the Ultrasurf client will check for an update as discussed in Section 5.14 and the user is free to use the local proxy. The user may use another browser such as Firefox with WJButton as discussed in Section 5.17. Microsoft’s Internet Explorer will be launched after the very first run of Ultrasurf unless it is entirely unavailable. It is possible to configure Ultrasurf to behave differently in the configuration section of the application; this will not change the internal use of the Win32 API for the update subsystem or chaff traffic as discussed in Section 5.13.

5.12 Forward Secrecy and Forensics

None of the networking protocols in use appear to have any forward secrecy properties. The data used by the client is additionally written to the local disk without any regard for how this data may be used during forensics analysis at a later date.

The Ultrasurf client performs almost no practical anti-forensics. The Ultrasurf client does not have any kind of cookie isolation when used with Internet Explorer as suggested by the Ultrasurf authors. All future IE sessions may remain linkable to the state when the proxy was in use. It will leave the local configuration file and network cache on
the system. The network cache is essentially a record of which servers were used and likely when they were learned. This is essentially a log of likely servers used by the client.

Upon exit, the Ultrasurf client will close the local proxy and may attempt to set the local registry settings back to a non-proxied state. In the event of a crash the system may be left in a proxied state without a functional or running proxy. This state is not uncommon and such registry changes are non-trivial forensic markers. This directly contradicts the claims made in Section 1.1.

The Ultrasurf client leaves behind many traces on the disk. The local registry is modified with regard to fonts as well as proxy settings. Again, we find that this directly contradicts the claims made by UltraReach of being Untraceable and we refute that they thwart any tracing effort.

modified: system.reg
modified: user.reg

Figure 30: Both the user and system wide registry are modified

A sample of the modified registry is seen in Figure 31.

{-[Software]\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Fonts] 1315844275
{+[Software]\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Fonts] 1315910420

Figure 31: Example of modified registry data regarding fonts

Path names and files that are either created, modified or deleted during execution time are shown in Figure 32.

Desktop/utmp/
Cookies/
Local Settings/
PUTTY.RND

Figure 32: Areas on the local file system that change after running Ultrasurf

5.13 Client chaff

The Ultrasurf client uses Internet Explorer to generate so called “Fake HTTPS” requests. During the bootstrapping process the client connects to several HTTPS sites probably as an attempt to confuse a casual observer. The real HTTPS requests generally connect to Amazon’s AWS service and the fake, though actually HTTPS, requests go to other domains. The “PGP” message is the file fetched from the Amazon AWS page.

Example log lines are visible in Figure 33.

Sep−15−14:13:47 | 22764 Fetching Fake HTTPS: https://share.avvenu.com
Sep−15−14:13:47 | 23277 Finished Fake HTTPS: https://share.avvenu.com
Sep−15−14:13:49 | 24867 UDPResponse 66.192.85.140 shoa.bzexyuca.hxmu.z.info numRec 0
Sep−15−14:13:50 | 26012 Fetching Fake HTTPS: https://www.cyberbuzz.jp
Sep−15−14:13:52 | 28348 Finished Fake HTTPS: https://www.cyberbuzz.jp
Sep−15−14:13:54 | 30253 Fetching Gdoc HTTPS: https://s3.amazonaws.com/s3c001/2
Sep−15−14:13:57 | 33251 Finished Gdoc HTTPS: https://s3.amazonaws.com/s3c001/2

Figure 33: Fetching faux-PGP message and generating chaff HTTPS traffic
Other domains include user.lolipop.jp, www.fotosearch.com, and many others that appear to be unrelated to UltraReach Inc. It seems extremely dangerous to fetch web pages controlled by an unknown third party with Internet Explorer. Additionally, the timing of these so-called Fake HTTPS fetches appears to correlate with real fetches of the faux-PGP messages hosted on Amazon S3.

Furthermore the Ultrasurf client appears to parasitically use the Google Web Toolkit service to fetch content as seen in Figure 34.

Figure 34: Fetching faux-PGP message through Google GWT

This use of Google Web Toolkit appears to use a fixed URL size of sixty one characters. Internally the Gmobilizer fetching routines use format strings such as “Gmobilizer get %s from domain rss.%s.info” for URL construction. The full set of Google related URLs is listed in Appendix C.

5.14 Client update process

Ultrasurf provides a very minimal in-band upgrade process. The Ultrasurf client connects to the local Ultrasurf proxy on 127.0.0.1:9666 and issues the HTTP GET request as shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35: Version check through the local Ultrasurf proxy

This GET request exposes three important details about the upgrade process—the first is that the proxy is in a different thread from the upgrading process. The second is that each GET request is made for a domain that is not fully qualified. The remote proxy has an alias or a mapping for that special host—this appears to simply be a mapping for ultrasurf.us at this time. The third detail is that the arguments to the request appear to change each time—this appears to be randomly generated data.
Figure 36: Data returned by the Ultrasurf server to the Ultrasurf client

The data returned for the above GET request is shown in Figure 36. The first line is the version number and the corresponding MD5 hash for the corresponding binary. The second and third lines appear to be information used for network discovery. This data is likely the source for the domain name discovery and for other network discovery information. The MD5 hash appears to be used for download verification. In the event that a new version of Ultrasurf is available, the user is prompted to upgrade and if they decline, they will generally be prompted again directly afterwards. If they accept in either case, Ultrasurf will download the file by sending the HTTP GET request seen in Figure 37.

GET http://ultra:80/downloads/ultrasurf/u.exe HTTP/1.0

Figure 37: The download process to fetch the latest Ultrasurf client software

The file will be saved to the current directory where Ultrasurf is running and the user will be instructed to relaunch that newer copy. It is not actually protected by a digital signature or verified in any meaningful way.

5.15 Client internals

The Ultrasurf client is developed in C++ and is compiled with Microsoft Visual Studio. The source code appears to be managed by either CVS or Subversion.

The Ultrasurf client uses Open and Free Software including Putty [10] and zlib [11]. The use of both Putty and zlib is not disclosed. This use and lack of disclosure is a violation of the licenses. Ultrasurf does not follow the specific licensing requirements for Putty [12] nor the general spirit of the license for zlib [13]. Included copies of zlib and Putty were not up to date with the latest code released by the upstream authors. Given the ease of compliance with the licenses, their decision is bizarre and puzzling.

The Ultrasurf client contains the commonly known RC4, MD4, MD5, SHA1, CRC32 routines for various internal operations. SHA1 is considered reasonable, though deprecated, for use in security related applications. MD5 should no longer be used as it is also deprecated [47]. MD4 and CRC32 are absolutely not safe for any security related purposes. RC4 may be used safely if it is used correctly. It is unclear if RC4 is properly used in Ultrasurf.

The Ultrasurf client lacks any kind of user visible log. Internally the Ultrasurf client log contains information relating to the network status; we found it trivial to extract when desired.

5.16 The Ultrasurf client’s local proxy

Upon successful connection to the Ultrasurf network, the Ultrasurf client program opens a local HTTP proxy on 127.0.0.1:9666. Furthermore, it changes the Windows registry to configure Internet Explorer to use it. It is possible to use other programs with the local HTTP proxy. The local proxy appears to simply forward TCP connections to the current active Ultrasurf server which runs the more complex filtering [4, 5] software. Traffic that enters the local proxy will be emitted by a single Ultrasurf server. The forwarded data is carried in an open TCP connection or a new TCP connection will be opened. This proxy is used by Ultrasurf itself as part of the update process discussed in Section 5.14.
5.17 WJButton

Ultrasurf offers but does not require a plugin, WJButton [48] for use with Mozilla’s Firefox web browser to ease integration with the Ultrasurf client. It is originally based on ProxyButton [40]. It provides a way for users to toggle the use of the Ultrasurf proxy in Firefox.

6 Vulnerabilities

The Ultrasurf network and Ultrasurf client are vulnerable to multiple serious issues. The architecture of the Ultrasurf network is an example of privacy by policy and the protection it offers is extremely weak.

6.1 Generic issues

UltraReach as a corporation has extremely questionable data retention practices that include full logging of all user activity [6]. UltraReach is subject to US laws such as National Security Letters [20], subpoena and/or so called 2703 d notice [14] data production requests.

UltraReach appears to tag their users with third party cookies (Google etc) as well as automatically forcing users to load third party resources. A third party may be subject to the same legal concerns as the UltraReach corporation.

Ultrasurf servers are out of date with regard to commonly used software. Users regularly interface with known exploitable software (Section 6.5) that is multiple years out of date. Publicly available security patches are seemingly ignored. UltraReach server compromise would be a complete break of all of the security properties offered by the Ultrasurf network with the currently deployed architecture. UltraReach server compromise would likely allow an attacker to completely compromise specifically targeted clients as well as all connecting clients in an indiscriminate manner.

UltraReach claims in Section 1.1 that a user’s IP address will change a million times an hour. This amounts to a new server connection 275 times per second and we find that this is not the observed client behavior.

6.2 WJButton

As explained in Sections 5.11 and 5.17, WJButton falls woefully short of the privacy, security, and anonymity issues covered by similar plugins such as Torbutton [44] and leaves users at risk. It does not block hostile plugins or isolate content. Proxy bypass is avoidable with proper isolation of content and WJButton fails to deliver any meaningful protection at all. User tagging (Section 6.3) is not prevented or addressed by WJButton.

6.3 User Tagging is Deeply Problematic

By default the Ultrasurf client launches an instance of Internet Explorer that visits the Ultrasurf homepage. The URL loaded includes a unique argument at the end of each URL for each visit. Upon visiting this home page, every visitor is tagged with a Google Analytics cookie. When combined with the Google cookie and known server logging [6] information, it appears to individually tag visiting users in a way that creates major privacy concerns. It is possible that the user was previously tagged before downloading and using Ultrasurf. Ultrasurf users who are tagged by Google and other third party cookies are vulnerable to tracking even when Ultrasurf is in use. This tracking continues when Ultrasurf is disabled. Correlation of all web traffic is possible regardless of the browser used because of this method of tagging. This tagging when combined with extensive behavioral logging seems to mitigate any possible claim that Ultrasurf is privacy preserving or anonymity software. Previous visits to websites will be linked to all Ultrasurf browsing as well as all future browsing, with or without the use of Ultrasurf. Ultrasurf does offer an option to isolate cookies but it is not securely implemented, nor is it enabled by default. Their cookie clearing option only covers Internet Explorer and it does not appear to provide protection against forward linking traffic. The use of WJButton (Section 6.2) does not mitigate user tagging issues when using Firefox.
This active tagging indicates that the attack surface for Ultrasurf is incredibly broad. In addition to the Ultrasurf servers and their respective networks, the accounts used for UltraReach’s Google Analytics present a very large threat to users. If their Google Analytics account is ever compromised or disclosed, an adversary will have complete logs on almost every Ultrasurf user’s behavior. It is extremely likely that such user information would be tied to a wide range of activity on the Internet.

6.4 Controlling Ultrasurf client path selection

The descriptors fetched by Ultrasurf during DNS discovery are automatically used as the first and only hop. An attacker with DNS spoofing capabilities, such as the Great Firewall of China, may successfully return DNS results before remote networks. Such spoofed results would allow an attacker to fully control the Ultrasurf client’s path selection process. Barring Man-In-The-Middle protections in the Ultrasurf protocol it may lead to a full compromise of every targeted client and the full network architecture as a result of the Ultrasurf update process as explained in Section 6.6. If an attacker is able to respond with a properly formatted request they will influence the selection of the client’s first and only hop. It appears that in some cases Ultrasurf will disregard verification of the remote peer and combined with control of the path a total break of Ultrasurf’s protection may be possible.

6.5 Ultrasurf server software

The Ultrasurf server software is out of date with regard to patching of known security vulnerabilities. As an example the Squid proxy used as the core of every connection through the Ultrasurf network was squid/2.7.STABLE7, a known exploitable and insecure version of the Squid proxy server.

The web servers detected include lighttpd 1.4.26, Apache httpd 2.2.3 on CentOS, Apache httpd 2.0.63, Apache httpd 1.3 on an unknown distribution of Linux and Microsoft Windows Media Server 9.01.01.5000. Each of these server versions is vulnerable to publicly known security issues or it is not the most current version that is widely available.

The DNS servers detected were ISC BIND 9.x and they also appear to be unpatched.

6.6 Subverting the Ultrasurf update process

The Ultrasurf client indirectly downloads updates by fetching a bare executable and it appears to verify that the file fetched is correct by verifying an MD5 hash fetched from the same server. The URL that it uses is not a fully qualified
domain and is likely intercepted by the caching Squid proxy on the Ultrasurf server where a client has connected. If an Ultrasurf server is compromised, it appears that an attacker would only need to tamper with two values for internally used host names—one is the executable itself http://ultra:80/downloads/ultrasurf/u.exe and the other is the text data in the http://ultra:80/downloads/ultrasurf/version.txt file.

![Ultrasurf’s special 'ultra' host and MD5 sums of binaries](image)

**Figure 39:** Ultrasurf’s special ‘ultra’ host and MD5 sums of binaries

### 6.7 Fingerprinting of traffic

The Ultrasurf client traffic does not appear to be padded, buffered or broken into pieces. This seems to indicate that the traffic would fall to very basic traffic fingerprinting [38]; such an attack would threaten the confidentiality of the traffic and may even allow an attacker to simply block specific content without decryption. Blocking the update process detailed in Section 6.6 seems entirely possible and it would be especially problematic.

### 6.8 Detection and blocking of access to the Ultrasurf network

Despite claims to the contrary by UltraReach, detection, filtering or blocking Ultrasurf client connections to the Ultrasurf network is possible. While the statements made by UltraReach about Ultrasurf suggest that they have invented a kind of decoy routing protocol such as Telex [49], we find no evidence of such an advanced anti-censorship approach. Rather, we find that it is straight forward to block Ultrasurf. Information on filtering TCP connections to Ultrasurf servers has been previously published [43] although it has generally relied on static bytes in packets. Commercial scale IPS filters for Ultrasurf appear [24] to be available.

Filtering of each of the bootstrapping steps is possible. The static entries in the binary may be extracted and filtered by IP and port number. The DNS bootstrapping phase has a constant byte width for third and fourth level domains even while the second and top level domains may change. Faux-PGP messages may be blocked entirely by simply blocking access to any site that hosts such a message.

Network observation of an Ultrasurf client will allow a censor to simply block access to each host that is accessed. The client will easily serve as an oracle for the censors should they have absolutely no reverse engineering experience. The chaff traffic discussed in Section 5.13 is easily ignored and will not pose a serious problem for censors. If the internal or external encoding of the server descriptor messages changes the client will at some point need to learn about them; thus even without reverse engineering the Ultrasurf client will serve as a network discovery oracle.

### 6.9 Single hop, single IP

The design of the Ultrasurf system is self-defeating for censorship circumvention and server discovery resistance. Anytime a client visits a web server through the Ultrasurf network, the Ultrasurf server IP address is available to the web server in question. This means that an attacker wishing to block Ultrasurf merely needs to look through log files or run a popular web server for a short amount of time and all of the server IP addresses will be discovered and are thus blockable.
6.10 Data retention

The Ultrasurf network as a whole appears to log connection information for all clients in a privacy-invasive manner [6]. This data is enough to individually identify every user who uses Ultrasurf as directed and to do so after they cease to use Ultrasurf. When combined with the active content (Section 6.2) and active tagging (Section 6.3) issues we find the issue of data retention to be extremely concerning.

6.11 Miscellaneous issues

There are various miscellaneous issues in the Ultrasurf client. It frequently crashes for absolutely no known reason while idle. Perhaps related and also one of the most concerning issues is the use of fixed sized static buffers; some of the static buffers are unsafely used with network supplied data. Another extremely concerning issue is that in some cases a user will believe they are proxied but they are not using a proxy at all. A similar issue exists when the Ultrasurf client itself seems to internally have a race condition and opens URLs that are for internal use while leaking these requests to the public Internet.

Many other best practices about programming and system administration are simply ignored by the Ultrasurf client and the Ultrasurf network.

7 Future Work

We believe that this research lays important ground for future work. Amongst the items we believe need to be further explored, we suggest the following:

- Discovery of all methods of distribution of the top level domains used in bootstrapping
- Decoding of the DNS bootstrapping query and response protocol
- Decoding of the handshake obfuscation process
- Mapping of all Ultrasurf servers
- Extraction of all censorship keywords and URLs
- Tracking binary changes across all versions of Ultrasurf releases

A full third-party client implementation should be a straightforward development task and is merely a simple matter of programming.

8 Conclusion

We have performed the deepest exploration of Ultrasurf to date. We have found the technical realities of Ultrasurf do not match the claims made by UltraReach about the Ultrasurf software. Among the most important finds are as follows:

- We find that Ultrasurf not only leaves traces on the network level, it additionally leaves traces on the system where it is used.
- We find that those traces are enough to leave a uniquely fingerprintable signature for filtering and logging.
- We see that the Ultrasurf network performs censorship as well as actively tagging users with long and short term tracking identifiers.
- We find that Ultrasurf incorporates third party software in violation of their respective licenses.
• We find that they fail to properly patch their servers; this includes the servers that route user traffic.

• We find that they collect, store and share extensive user data and that they share this data with third parties.

Ultrasurf does not provide meaningful anonymity and their security claims are false, misleading or entirely incorrect. It seems reasonable to stress that users who require any kind of security should avoid Ultrasurf. We recommend against the use of Ultrasurf for anonymity, security, privacy or Internet censorship circumvention.

8.1 Disclosure to Ultrasurf

The contents of this report were disclosed in December 2011 to Ultrasurf. They confirmed the contents of this report and explained additional information about Ultrasurf, the design, and the administration of the Ultrasurf network.

Amongst the most alarming admissions from the Ultrasurf team were that log files are indeed being kept, and that they have been disclosed to the US Government without warrants by Ultrasurf. Additionally, it appears that the cryptography in use is even weaker than is described in this paper in extremely alarming ways. They admitted that their protocol has no forward secrecy and that they did not apply an integrity check, such as a MAC or HMAC, when they use RC4 as a stream cipher for client and server communication. Full disclosure of those details is another publication in itself.

After disclosure Ultrasurf took a number of steps, largely superficial, to address the claims in this paper. The claims on the website are now slightly less outrageous. To the best of the author’s understanding, they still do not however have forward secrecy in their protocol as of the publication of this paper.

8.2 Ethical liability and delayed disclosure

The nature of Ultrasurf’s security and anonymity problems means that delayed disclosure causes ongoing harm. Specifically, its lack of forward secrecy with recorded traffic presents an extraordinary threat to Ultrasurf users. Risk to Ultrasurf users grows over time, and delays in disclosing this report increase the total harm possible for users.

Multiple parties pressured the authors of this paper to delay its release. It is clear that delays are dangerous for Ultrasurf users, and the authors have been against delayed disclosure from the beginning. None of the delaying parties were willing to take on the ethical liability for the dangers exacerbated by the delay in publication of this report.

Disclosure to Ultrasurf in December 2011 confirmed the issues presented in this paper. It was agreed that public disclosure of this report would follow pending a schedule of improvements or evidence that improvements were being made. The authors of this paper have little confidence that such improvements are being made in a substantial manner.

The authors of this paper believe that Ultrasurf must publish technical specifications, a cohesive threat model, publicly viewable source code and submit their design and implementation to a qualified peer review venue.
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Appendices

A Imported DLLs

uxtheme.dll, USER32.dll, ADVAPI32.dll, NTDLL.dll, winmm.dll, WININET.dll, ole32.dll, MFC42LOC.DLL, WS2_32.dll, shell32.dll, Msvcrt.dll, KERNEL32.dll, USER32.dll, GDI32.dll, ADVAPI32.dll, SHELL32.dll, shlwapi.dll, COMCTL32.dll, WSOK32.dll, WINMM.dll, MSVCPR06.dll, NETAPI32.dll, imagelhp.dll, etc with KERNEL32.LoadLibraryA() and it uses a few well known Win32 API calls (_adjust_fdtp, _controlfp, _mb_cur_max, _isctype, _pctype, sprintf, _strftime, _except_handler3, gethostbyname, RegOpenKeyExW, TerminateProcess, malloc, etc).

B Hex dump of cached network information files

```plaintext
hexdump of Enikhevujkul910m:  
00000000: 476f 5769 3393 3030 7554 370c 4d3d GoWi3.0000uT7.M=
00000010: ea47 40bb 625e f324 a0bb 7139 02ee a\.
00000020: abd5 cc0b 170a 1706 9eb4 befa

hexdump of Eqklkrinazud7p7g:  
00000000: cc5d f6e6 e1e5 f0b0 197c 8745 e2e2 ed03 .].f......E....
00000010: 988b a633 1491 b5f3 ad8a 9609 b22c &....3....
00000020: 2641 adf7 5202 2902 9eb4 befa +A.R.).....

hexdump of Gmanewmmwwym9d6f:  
00000000: 8282 743e 8ba4 2938 8832 b68f 81f4 8114 .t>.)8.2....
00000010: 6b95 169a 9c30 3698 9a8e ec8f 3608 1194 f.....6....
00000020: c8ea 0907 2e47 a54c 689c 9ec5 9aba befa ......G.Lh..Z....

hexdump of Gpencdmkmsmz7h3h:  
00000000: be30 c6bc ff00 41f5 5df7 49fb 01b3 02e5 .0...A].I......
00000010: f312 6fed 0411 e505 ed01 2912 4dab 0816 .o.......M...
00000020: 2c3a e5df 120a d25e a2f4 5d3d 9aba befa .......".."

hexdump of Icmaaqguxxjrt02d:  
00000000: 4f34 ca0e f7ba d302 48f6 b7b2 8da6 91d0 O4.......H.....
00000010: c2aa aef2 afl1 364e 56eb 789d 2fd3 f84b ......6NV.x/..K
00000020: a6ba befa

hexdump of Ifoobqzdlmrb8x7x:  
00000000: 30f9 6733 dcc4 1b49 b176 b086 0435 61c5 0.g3...1.v...5a.
00000010: d832 54e6 9ca3 0331 2983 60ac c2ed 5d7b .2.T....]'...
00000020: a6ba befa

hexdump of Yahggswsaysk9w4y:  
00000000: 04fc fea6 dfec d668 d0da f561 d663 df9c .......h...a.c.c
00000010: e6a1 5bf6 5b6d 0378 e646 df71 8e68 14b4 ......[.m.x.F.q.h..
00000020: a6ba befa

hexdump of Ydjqfjsrsss7acr:  
00000000: b921 66c7 9e71 3657 57d7 cedd 92fe 798b .!f..qWW......y.
00000010: 9e62 7597 6e93 ae32 86a7 37fc a482 cb1e .bu:1...2...7....
00000020: a6ba befa
```

Figure 40: Hex dump of files cached in local utmp directory
C  Google Web Toolkit URL List

The following 332 host names were extracted from the Ultrasurf client and are likely for use with GWT to indirectly fetch content for bootstrapping:

www.google.com google.com.com googlebot.com gogoogle.com google.us google.tm google.se google.ru google.ro google.pt google.pl google.no google.nl google.net google.mu google.lv google.lk google.kz google.info google.ie google.fr google.fi google.es google.dk google.de google.com.pr google.com.pl google.com.ph google.com.om google.com.my google.com.mx google.com.jm google.com.br google.com.au google.co.za google.co.uk google.co.nz google.co.jp google.co.in google.co.hu google.co.uk google.co.kz google.ca google.by google.biz google.bg google.be www.google.com googlecom.com googlebot.com gogoogle.com google.us google.tm google.se google.ru google.ro google.pt google.pl google.no google.nl google.net google.mu google.lv google.lk google.kz google.info google.ie google.fr google.fi google.es google.dk google.de google.com.pr google.com.pl google.com.ph google.com.om google.com.my google.com.mx google.com.jm google.com.br google.com.au google.co.za google.co.uk google.co.nz google.co.jp google.co.in google.co.hu google.co.uk google.co.kz google.ca google.by google.biz google.bg google.be www.google.com googlecom.com googlebot.com gogoogle.com google.us google.tm google.se google.ru google.ro google.pt google.pl google.com.ph google.com.om google.com.my google.com.ca google.com.au google.co.za google.co.uk google.co.nz google.co.jp google.co.in google.co.hu google.co.uk google.co.kz google.ca google.by google.biz google.bg google.be

D  Hashes of collected Ultrasurf binaries

The following is a list of information about Ultrasurf executables found in the wild. Such a list is sometimes called an archeology study; we list the file name, the SHA1 hash of the file and the file size to assist in future Ultrasurf binary archeology studies:

u1000.exe sha1sum: 6e8a404b264ccff6a20986af8cfd653c19e72ddfd8 file size: 544K
u1001.exe sha1sum: 0dd92b15f98ecff2eb8a302508c8d0500a2c1ebb file size: 544K